Probing the "fingers" domain binding pocket of Hepatitis C virus NS5B RdRp and D559G resistance mutation via molecular docking, molecular dynamics simulation and binding free energy calculations.
The NS5B RdRp polymerase is a prominent enzyme for the replication of Hepatitis C virus (HCV). During the HCV replication, the template RNA binding takes place in the "fingers" sub-domain of NS5B. The "fingers" domain is a new emerging allosteric site for the HCV drug development. The inhibitors of the "fingers" sub-domain adopt a new antiviral mechanism called RNA intervention. The details of essential amino acid residues, binding mode of the ligand, and the active site intermolecular interactions of RNA intervention reflect that this mechanism is ambiguous in the experimental study. To elucidate these details, we performed molecular docking analysis of the fingers domain inhibitor quercetagetin (QGN) with NS5B polymerase. The detailed analysis of QGN-NS5B intermolecular interactions was carried out and found that QGN interacts with the binding pocket amino acid residues Ala97, Ala140, Ile160, Phe162, Gly283, Gly557, and Asp559; and also forms π⋯π stacking interaction with Phe162 and hydrogen bonding interaction with Gly283. These are found to be the essential interactions for the RNA intervention mechanism. Among the strong hydrogen bonding interactions, the QGN⋯Ala140 is a newly identified important hydrogen bonding interaction by the present work and this interaction was not resolved by the previously reported crystal structure. Since D559G mutation at the fingers domain was reported for reducing the inhibition percentage of QGN to sevenfold, we carried out molecular dynamics (MD) simulation for wild and D559G mutated complexes to study the stability of protein conformation and intermolecular interactions. At the end of 50 ns MD simulation, the π⋯π stacking interaction of Phe162 with QGN found in the wild-type complex is altered into T-shaped π stacking interaction, which reduces the inhibition strength. The origin of the D559G resistance mutation was studied using combined MD simulation, binding free energy calculations and principal component analysis. The results were compared with the wild-type complex. The mutation D559G reduces the binding affinity of the QGN molecule to the fingers domain. The free energy decomposition analysis of each residue of wild-type and mutated complexes revealed that the loss of non-polar energy contribution is the origin of the resistance. Communicated by Ramaswamy H. Sarma.